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BENDIX REMANUFACTURED BRAKE SHOE PRODUCTION 

SURPASSES 4 MILLION UNITS  

Industry Turns to OE-Quality Reman Shoes in Increasing Numbers, 

Maintains Focus on Performance and Value 

 

ELYRIA, Ohio – May 24, 2016 – In less than four years, Bendix Commercial Vehicle 

Systems’ remanufactured brake shoe operation has topped the 4-million-unit production 

milestone. Bendix’s rate of production has steadily increased to meet growing demand from 

fleets and owner-operators wishing to maintain the quality, performance, and compliance of 

their Reduced Stopping Distance (RSD) brakes when replacing shoes, while optimizing value. 

Bendix, the North American leader in the development and manufacture of active safety 

and braking solutions for commercial vehicles, began serial production of reman brake shoes at 

its 74,000-square-foot Huntington, Indiana, facility in the fall of 2012. The facility handles the 

complete salvage, coining, and assembly processes that make up start-to-finish brake shoe 

remanufacturing in Huntington. 

“The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s RSD mandate, which took full 

effect in 2013, ushered in a new era of stopping requirements (under FMVSS-121) for drum 

brakes. In servicing these brakes, more and more vehicle operators are choosing RSD-

compliant remanufactured shoes from a trusted original equipment (OE) supplier to preserve 

that high level of safety,” said Keith McComsey, Bendix director of wheel-end marketing and 

customer solutions. “Bendix achieves OE quality in our reman brake shoes by bringing them 

back to full OE specifications, rather than just relining them. Shoes remanufactured in this way 
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deliver the durability, reliability, safety, performance, and extended lining life expected of original 

equipment – and needed for operators to compete in today’s industry.” 

The value of Bendix remanufactured brake shoes is enhanced by the company’s friction 

portfolio, also engineered to meet the complete range of customers’ need for safety, 

performance, and value. Bendix continues to add new friction materials to its portfolio, which 

includes options ranging from economy and extreme-duty offerings to OE friction, and features 

the industry’s first RSD-certified aftermarket friction. 

 

Remanufactured Shoes, the OE Way 

The Bendix Brake Shoe Remanufacturing Center combines Bendix’s nearly 40 years’ 

experience in remanufacturing with Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake’s acknowledged leadership 

in wheel-end solutions and brake shoe manufacturing. Opened in 2012 and significantly 

expanded in 2014, the center is part of the multisite Bendix manufacturing campus in 

Huntington. Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake LLC (BSFB) is a joint venture between Bendix 

Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC and Dana Commercial Vehicle Products, LLC. 

Unlike the majority of brake shoe reliners, Bendix coins 100 percent of its brake shoes to 

return the shoe to OE geometry so it will perform as designed by OE engineers. The Bendix 

coining process uses a 1,000-ton coining press, which applies the full tonnage needed to return 

a shoe to its proper shape and OE specifications. This crucial step corrects deformities caused 

by force and temperature changes during its previous life. Without this step, a reman brake 

shoe will not have the correct geometry to provide full drum contact, stopping power, and even 

wear – regardless if it is relined with new friction. 

Similarly, to ensure correct lining attachment for maximum lining service, the Bendix 

assembly process uses the same riveting procedure employed for new Bendix OE shoes. In 

addition, Bendix reman brake shoes feature an exclusive premium coating that – when paired 

with high flexural strength friction and coining – virtually eliminates rust jacking and cracked 

friction. 

“Our customers are clear on what they need in a reman brake shoe – it must maximize 

safety and performance by resisting premature lining wear and rustjacking to provide full service 

life. Bendix remains intently focused on meeting this need,” said Earl Brown, product manager, 

Reman Brake Shoes, Bendix. 

McComsey noted that as fleets adopt more advanced safety technologies to help reduce 

the risk of potential accidents – such as collision mitigation and driver assistance systems, 

including Bendix® Wingman® Fusion™ – the brake system is the key component needed to 
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complete the stop. “In order to take full advantage of these safety systems, when making 

replacement shoe decisions, it is important to continue to utilize OE replacement friction,” he 

said. 

In addition to the RSD mandate, trucking today is also influenced by the Federal Motor 

Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) Compliance, Safety, Accountability (CSA) program. 

With it has come a focus in the commercial vehicle industry on CSA scores. Refining a reman 

process that produces brake shoes meeting OE specs, Brown added, is crucial to maintaining 

brake safety and performance in this demanding environment. 

 

R&D and Service Support 

The company’s engineering center in Kalamazoo, Michigan, conducts research and 

development, along with ongoing comprehensive friction testing. The activities support and 

advance Bendix’s remanufactured brake shoe product portfolio. 

Bendix remanufactured shoes are further supported by field-tested sales and service 

professionals; a 100 percent ASE-certified field technical support team; and the Bendix Tech 

Team (at 1-800-AIR-BRAKE), an expert technical support group providing service advice, brake 

system troubleshooting, and product training. Customers can also log on and learn from the 

Bendix experts at www.brake-school.com. 

Bendix’s ever-growing portfolio of wheel-end technology delivers on safety, plus other 

areas critical to fleets’ success. By delivering complete braking solutions and robust post-sales 

support, Bendix helps improve vehicle performance and efficiency, lowering ownership costs 

and increasing highway safety. For more information, call 1-800-AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725) 

or visit www.foundationbrakes.com.  

 

About Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC 

Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems, a member of the Knorr-Bremse Group, develops and 

supplies leading-edge active safety technologies, energy management solutions, and air brake 

charging and control systems and components under the Bendix® brand name for medium- and 

heavy-duty trucks, tractors, trailers, buses, and other commercial vehicles throughout North 

America. An industry pioneer, employing more than 3,000 people, Bendix is driven to deliver 

solutions for improved vehicle safety, performance, and overall operating cost. Bendix is 

headquartered in Elyria, Ohio, with manufacturing plants in Bowling Green, Kentucky; 

Huntington, Indiana; North Aurora, Illinois; and Acuña, Mexico. For more information, call 1-800-

AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725) or visit www.bendix.com. To learn more about career 

http://www.brake-school.com/
http://www.foundationbrakes.com/
http://www.bendix.com/
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opportunities at Bendix, visit www.bendix.com/careers. Follow Bendix on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/Bendix_CVS. Log on and learn from the Bendix experts at www.brake-

school.com. 

 

About Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake LLC  

Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake LLC combines and expands the complementary wheel-end 

foundation brake technologies of two global leaders – Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC 

and Dana Commercial Vehicle Products, LLC. The joint venture, formed in July 2004, is a single, 

complete source for OEM brake system design, manufacturing, hardware, and support for all 

foundation brake components and actuation systems, as well as all-makes coverage of nearly 

50,000 medium- and heavy-duty aftermarket parts. Bendix Spicer Foundation Brake LLC is 

headquartered in Elyria, Ohio, with engineering operations in both Elyria and Kalamazoo, Michigan, 

and a manufacturing facility in Bowling Green, Kentucky. For more information, call  

1-866-610-9709 or visit www.foundationbrakes.com. To learn about career opportunities at Bendix 

Spicer Foundation Brake, visit www.bendix.com/careers. Follow BSFB on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/Bendix_CVS. Log on and learn from the Bendix experts at www.brake-

school.com. 
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